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Kansas State Chapter 2. Oregon State Chapter 3. Upon his graduation, Walter will begin to work for Lockheed
Martin as a financial analyst. When becoming Chapter President in September , his chapter was on
reorganization status with the International Fraternity after a series of Loss Prevention issues had left the
chapter on the brink of closure. The improvements were so great that at LI , the chapter was taken off
reorganization status, and Matthew was honored as Chapter President of the Year. Along the way, the Chapter
Advisory Board and House Corporation Board volunteers kept the men in check, shared ideas and always
made themselves available. I think communication is a main driver of any success. Congratulations to the
recipients. Today, Cole leads an international team of engineers developing super computers and associated
technologies. Throughout his 23 years at the company, he has held a variety of leadership positions in both the
United States and Europe. Retail business, the company greatly expanded its position in the natural and
organic segment, making General Mills the fourth largest maker of natural and organic foods in the U. A
student athlete at Rutgers University, Herma lettered in five sports within track and field and is a member of
the Rutgers Athletic Hall of Fame. Despite his retirement, his influence in the Louisville community still
remains. Not only is Ulmer the current Chairman and owner of the Louisville Bats minor league baseball
team, he is also an owner-investor in several local businesses and board member for numerous civic
organizations. Some of his responsibilities included merchandise selection, product line development,
inventory management, advertising, international trade store operations and more. He has also volunteered his
expertise with organizations such as HouseRaising Inc. Initiatives that are now ingrained across all aspects of
Fraternity operations have been developed and nurturedâ€”initiatives like the Global Service Initiative, the
Men of Merit Chapter Standards Program, the new Associate Member Education Program, current assessment
practices, and much more. However, one of the things that has remained constant during this time was the
leadership of Richard X. From to , he served on the Board as an Alumni Director, then as Chairman from His
vision, his leadership, and his friendship have been invaluable and unwavering. In , he was instrumental in the
re-establishment of his home chapter, where his brother Paul, his three sons Ashton, Mike and Britt and his
father have all been initiated. As a leader, Rick always put Delta Upsilon interests above his own, and he
constantly encourages those around him to do the same. Though he is retiring, his presence will be long-felt
across Delta Upsilon. I hope everyone in here is smart enough to [do that]. Lannin has served as an Alumni
Director since The DU Quarterly team recently spoke with the Nebraska-based attorney about his experiences
on the Board, the state of the Fraternity, and the future of Delta Upsilon. Volunteer of the Year, as well as a
recipient of the Founders Medal. Congratulations on becoming Chairman of the Board. After four years as an
Alumni Director, what inspired you to become Chairman? Because I was asked. My hope is to build upon
that. I originally joined the Board because I have a passion for Delta Upsilon, and after years of serving as an
alumni chapter officer, wanted to help even more. There have surely been lots of take-aways from your time
on the Board. What have been the biggest things you have learned? The fraternity world is evolving. Public
pressure for safety is mounting, for good reason. I want to work with our staff and undergraduates to make
certain DU presents an enjoyable yet safe opportunity. We will start off this fall with some strategic planning.
The five-year mark in any strategic plan is a great time for a thorough review. What is one thing you want all
DUs to know about you as you embark on your journey in the Chairman role? I guess that I want people to
know I will listen. And how do we overcome that challenge? Our work on the Membership Outcomes
Assessment has provided tremendous insight into our undergraduates and their thinking. What are you most
excited about in terms of the future of DU? While there are obvious challenges facing the fraternal world, and
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they are not lost on DU, I think we are poised to play a leadership role in what I would call a renaissance for
the Greek community. Frankly, at DU, we are doing a lot of things right. We need a partnership with our
undergraduates to make sure we continue down the right path.
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"The revolution around us -- human resource development in the s / Alan Jay Weiss -- Organization planning / Harold
Stieglitz -- Motivation and performance / Saul W. Gellerman -- Designing parallel organizations to support organizational
productivity programs / Michael L. Moore -- The human resources director, the staff, and the structure.

Appendix 1 Appendix 2 Index Acknowledgements This book has been developing over the years since the
completion of my Plays ofPersuasion Cambridge, , to which it acts as something of a companion piece. I owe
many debts of gratitude to those who have helped me with invaluable information, support, and advice during
its writing. The specific debts I have acknowledged in the headnotes to the relevant chapters, but the more
general ones I would like to mark here, along with a recognition that the book would never have been
completed without the generous help of a number of individuals and institutions. My chief material debts are
to the President and Fellows of the British Academy, who have funded a number of trips to libraries through
the award of Small Grants in the Humanities, and to Dr Elizabeth Moores and the Awards Committee at the
University of Queensland, whose grant of a George Watson Visiting Research Fellowship enabled me to
spend time in the University Library in Brisbane during January The opportunities which the fellowship
provided for sustained research in the Hartley Library, and for discussion with members of the departments of
English and History, prompted me to rethink the direction and substance of the project at an important
moment in its development, and have, I hope, had a beneficial effect on the end product. As ever, George
Bernard has been the readiest source of information, stimulating argument, and sound guidance. I remain
indebted to him for his enthusiastic commitment to the belief that - to mangle the RSPCA slogan - a
postgraduate student is for life, not just for three years. Sadly, legal advice suggests that I cannot blame any of
the above for the, no doubt numerous, weaknesses which this book retains. I can, however, pass on my
genuine gratitude for their diligence in pointing out the errors and inadequacies which they spotted in the
various drafts I inflicted upon them. Those weaknesses which remain, I must accept as wholly my own. Parts
of three of the chapters which follow have appeared in other forms elsewhere. An earlier version of chapter 2
appeared in Theta, 4, edited by Andre Lascombes. A section of chapter 4 was published in the Scottish
Literary Journal in , and a shorter version of chapter 6 appeared as an article co-authored by myself and Henry
James of Hereford Cathedral School, in the English Historical Review for This book is dedicated to my sons,
Matthew and David, in the hope that they will forgive me for hogging the computer for word-processing when
it should have been free for Championship Manager. Bergenroth, et ai, eds. Ellis London, J. Pantzer London,
Introduction In writing this book I have been intensely conscious of following in the footsteps of those
scholars who have been this way before, chiefly David Bevington, T. In a field in which the evidence remains
frustratingly patchy, new analysis is often reliant upon â€” and deeply grateful for - the interpretative
frameworks established by previous scholars, even where it seeks to amend or contradict them. I have also
been acutely aware of the problems of terminology which inevitably beset the theatre historian of the age
before the playhouses. The workplace of playwrights such as Heywood, Udall, and Lindsay, was a theatrum
mundi indeed, coterminous with the world they inhabited in their extra-dramatic lives as courtiers, scholars,
and politicians. Their drama lived in the spaces in which the real events which they allegorised also took
place, and it drew rhetorical and symbolic strength from that fact. Chambers, The Medieval Stage 2 vols.
Wickham, Early English Stages 3 vols. If I have felt disadvantaged by a terminological self-denying
ordinance, however, I have been lucky in beginning this book when I did. After a fallow period following the
heroic age of Chambers and Greg, the study of early drama in Britain has made great advances in recent years,
perhaps most noticeably through the work of the Toronto based Records of Early English Drama project,
which is making available the documentary evidence of dramatic and ceremonial activity in printed form.
Other developments in English scholarship have refocused the study of Renaissance literature towards history
once more and consequently much greater effort is now being directed towards uncovering the material
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conditions for the production of all forms of literary text in the period. Much work remains to be done,
however, if these general developments are to produce a coherent account of the role of drama in early
Renaissance culture which can satisfy the criteria of both literary and historical analysis. I hope that this study
will contribute something to that account through an analysis of one aspect of early drama: My aim in what
follows is, through both a general analysis of interlude drama and a detailed study of specific key texts, to
provide a new account of the relationship between political culture and drama in the period from the accession
of Henry VIII to the reign of Elizabeth I. Building upon and developing the ideas first explored in Plays of
Persuasion? It will seek to answer a number of central historical questions. What role s was drama perceived
to play within the culture s which produced and received it? How far did changing political circumstances
affect the nature of the politicised drama created and performed in the period? Were the plays produced for the
court during a royal minority, for example, fundamentally different from those designed for the court of an
adult sovereign? Introduction 3 And how far do plays of the Marian and early Elizabethan periods support the
notion that the gender of the monarch influenced the dramatic culture of the reign? Alternatively, how
significant were the effects of the physical and cultural conditions under which a play was performed in
shaping its exploration of political themes? Finally, what happened when the play script was printed and sold
commercially as a literary commodity? Were a new set of political and cultural factors brought into play by
the shift from physical to textual performance and reception? These plays provide valuable case studies of
drama produced and adapted for various kinds of performance. Analysis of this material prompts a number of
broad general conclusions concerning the nature of political drama in early Renaissance England and
Scotland, in addition to suggesting specific interpretations of the individual texts and issues concerned. This
book offers a sustained argument concerning the nature of early Renaissance court drama, supported by the
individual case studies contained in chapters 3 to 6. But each chapter can also stand alone as an exploration of
a particular problem or text. Readers are consequently free to read either sequentially or selectively in the
coming pages. The following brief description of the contents of each chapter may be used as a guide for those
readers taking the latter course. The opening chapter introduces the volume by addressing the central paradox
that a study of Renaissance drama in performance must inevitably rely for its chief evidence upon the printed
or manuscript text, a document whose relationship to the play as it was initially performed may not be a
self-evident or simple one. The chapter attempts to clarify the relationship between performed and written
texts through a close examination of the production of playbooks in the period. It begins with the most basic of
questions: How 4 Introduction much did a playbook cost, and how many were printed? Who seems to have
bought these texts? And what does this in turn suggest about the perception of dramatic literature in the
period? Such questions have not been addressed in a sustained way before. In attempting to answer them the
chapter charts the development of dramatic printing from the early experiments of the s to the more
sophisticated texts of the Elizabethan period. In conclusion, it offers some suggestions concerning the
long-term implications of the decisions made by the early printers for the perception and reception of drama in
the later playhouse period and beyond. The second chapter builds upon the conclusions reached in the first,
and focuses on the interlude, the form which provided the bulk of the texts printed in the pre-playhouse period.
It examines the nature and significance of the form and explores its relationship to the physical and cultural
context in which it was produced and performed. In particular it focuses on the often harsh moral and political
comment to be found in early Tudor household drama. How did such criticism fit into the political culture of
the royal or noble household? The model of household drama offered here will be tested against the different
texts and contexts examined in subsequent chapters. The third chapter offers a detailed exemplification of the
household drama of the Henrician period in the work of John Heywood, whose interlude The Play of The
Weather was the subject of detailed examination in Plays ofPersuasion. In chapter 4 the focus is widened, both
geographically as attention shifts to the drama and politics of early Renaissance Scotland and generically as
we examine a play which was produced first as a courtly interlude in the household of James V, and
subsequently as a much expanded outdoor production before the regency council during the Ibid. Introduction
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5 minority of his daughter Mary. That the author, a prominent courtier and herald, highly active in the political
arena, chose to express some of his most contentious political and religious views in dramatic form is itself
telling. It argues that the play is not, as critics have argued, an unexceptionable moral drama celebrating the
return of Catholicism in generalised terms, but a play born out of the religious, political, and economic crises
of the mid-Tudor period, in which Udall advanced a carefully articulated strategy for the defence of crucial
aspects of the Reformation. Drawing upon recently discovered evidence of its original performance, this
chapter provides a detailed analysis of the play, its auspices and political themes. Taken together, these
chapters will, I hope, contribute to the ongoing exploration of early drama mentioned above. Their aim is to
suggest not only that the interlude drama was a sophisticated, flexible, and immensely powerful dramatic form
worthy of study in its own right, but that in its original contexts in the courts and great households of
Renaissance Britain, it was also an intensely and inevitably politicised form whose study has considerable
implications for our understanding of Renaissance culture in general. The evidence used to answer these
questions will, however, be almost wholly textual. As is the case with all history-writing, I will be trying to
recreate three-dimensional events from the twodimensional evidence of written records. This is always to
some degree a speculative venture. But there is a special awkwardness in attempting to perform this alchemy
with the evidence of early drama, an art form which is realised only in performance, when actors take the
written words from off the page and begin to play with them. This is not the only problem we will encounter,
however. Even the most basic questions relating to the production of plays and playbooks prove on closer
inspection to be problematic. The evidence of the interlude drama, which forms the basis of this study, is
relatively abundant. Many of the texts were produced in printed editions during the sixteenth century, and so
survived where many manuscript playbooks have not. But the very fact of printed publication raises
difficulties of its own. What are we looking at when we read a play in printed form? What is the relationship
between the text in our hands and the performance which it seeks in one way or another to represent? And
what kind of performances do they reflect? Are the playbooks which have survived from the early sixteenth
century primarily records of performance, or notes towards it, or in some or all cases inevitably both? Did
playwrights always write for immediate performance, or, once there was a I am grateful to Drs G. McGavin,
and Chris Woolgar of Southampton University, and my colleague at Leicester Roger Warren, who kindly read
early drafts of this chapter and offered invaluable help and advice. Early drama and the printed text market for
printed playbooks, was it possible for some authors at least to write directly for the printing press? And in
more general terms what does this evidence suggest about the cultural significance of the printed text? What
are the implications of the move from publication through performance to publication in print â€” from
dramatic performance to textual performance? Indeed, whom should we see as effecting that move? Whose
text, ultimately, are we reading: For without the most basic information about the nature of the relationship
between playwriting and play-printing, it will be impossible to answer either the more specific or the more
wide-ranging questions which analysis of the texts themselves provokes. We know from colophons and title
pages who printed a play in most cases, even when we cannot be sure who originally wrote it. But what that
role entailed, and how it was played, is less clear. How did printers get hold of play texts, and what prompted
them to print some plays and not others? Is it possible to talk about its being designed for particular
readerships or markets at this early stage? How profitable, indeed, was the market for printed playbooks? How
large were print runs, and how quickly, if at all, did they sell out? How much did playbooks sell for? Who
bought them, and for what purpose? In the murky and under-researched world of early drama publishing there
are few ready answers to even basic questions such as these. What follows will, however, attempt to ask such
questions of what limited evidence is available and tease out some 2 For a consideration of related themes see
D. As Richard Beadle has argued, more than in any subsequent era, the plays composed in that time were
intended to be seen and heard, not read. These conclusions seem doubly pertinent to the study of the
publishing of plays in the century after the introduction of printing, the limited and tentative suggestions
offered here being both long overdue and very premature.
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Chapter 3 : Items where Year is - ResearchOnline@JCU
Content Posted in PDF. Paying Lawyers, Empowering Prosecutors, and Protecting Managers: Raising the Cost of
Capital in America, Ralph K. Winter. PDF. Paying Up for Research: A Regulatory and Legislative Analysis, James F.
Jorden.

December 22, Pelham, Pierre Chatom Admitted: December 3, Alley, L. November 29, Perry, Ralph Mobile
Admitted: March 20, Bedsole, T. November 5, Blanton, John H. December 27, Selfe, Edward M. May 22,
Slade, Charles Kenneth Jr. February 9, Suitts, Sherman L. Adams Samuel Adams Vincent L. Greg Allen
Leslie M. Allred Cynthia Lee Almond M. Bradley Almond Shawn T. Mike Andrews Laurie S. Andrijeski
Ricardo Aparicio Virginia T. Knox Argo Jennifer L. Ary Brian Ashley Shapard D. C Backus John Baggette,
Jr. Suzanne Bailey Angela T. Baker, IV Tammy L. Mary Lynn Bates Matthew J. Hamp Baxley Wade H.
Beavers, Jr James E. David Bence Karen S. Scott Berry Ian M. Biggs Bayless Biles Andy D. Gary Black
Bryan S. Rodney Bledsoe Justin M. Booth, IV Erica K. Sarah Clark Bowers Charles Y. Michael Brown
Thomas B. Bryan Robert Bryan Robert D. William Terry Bullard George B. Burgett Tina Burgett Zachary L.
Claud Burke Paul E. Carnes Jack Carney Gregory A. Jayson Carroll Michael W. Carter Wayne Carter Susie T.
Paul Cater David B. Wayne Childress Donald L. Brian Chunn Elizabeth A. Cleveland, II Clifford W. Cobb, II
Debra H. Michael Cole Shawn J. Baron Coleman James P. Joel Collins Meteasa L. Comer Jaime Webb
Conger R. Mike Conley Rochelle A. Chad Cook Jennifer B. Lisa Cooper Maureen K. Wayne Copeland Lee H.
Copeland William Coplin, Jr. Jack Corbitt James M. Donnis Cowart John M. Champ Crocker Eric B. Ladd
Davis James E. Davis By this honor roll, the Alabama State Bar recognizes the following lawyers for their
participation in volunteer lawyers programs across the state. Their generous assistance, cooperation and
dedication have enabled these programs to provide legal representation to hundreds of disadvantaged
Alabamians. Nancy Jones Davis Peter J. Davis, II Tracy R. Deshler, II Thomas M. Di Giulian Nicole S.
Dillard Woodford Dinning, Jr. Lois Carney Divietro Shawanna R. David Dodd Edward W. Driggers Kristi
Driskill Tameria S. Russell Eason Darlene U. Don Eddins Thomas M. Lee Elebash Ewell H. Brook Emfinger
James R. Engelthaler April England Russell L. Isaac Espy Jonathan K. Mark Ezell Robert C. Peyton Faulk
Joseph E. Fawal William Feagin Carmen S. Taylor Flowers Elizabeth R. Chad Floyd Jon M. Freman Richard
Fricks Barry A. Brantley Fry Bill H. Fuller Erskine Funderburg, Jr. Gaal Cleophus Gaines, Jr. Thomas Gaither
Tim J. Dianne Gamble Robert C. Gargis, II Christopher R. Brett Garrett Richard B. Gentle Shannon George
Tena M. Nelson Gill Richard H. Tony Glenn Chris D. Gordon William Gordon Robert L. Gorham Letta
Dillard Gorman C. Lance Gould Robbyn A. Ann Grace Gregory S. Grayson Jonathan Grayson B. Harry Green
Christmas Y. Green Regina Greene Yong U. Griffith Gregory Griggers Michael A. Grogan Arthur Groover
Archie I. Grubb, II John M. Guthrie Bert Guy Robert L. John Hagood Larry L.
Chapter 4 : Full text of "GWU Monday Report"
As finals week draws near, Dr. Roger Nam of George Fox University, Dr. Eric Barreto of Luther Seminary, and Dr. Kate
Blanchard of Alma College discuss how they, as teachers and educators of theology and religion, prepare to give final
exams.

Chapter 5 : Full text of "Bulletin : Memphis State College, Catalog Issue "
funds will be used to teach inner city youth grades rowing skills and the opportunity to participate in competitive rowing
develop plan for restoration and inventories of historically.

Chapter 6 : AMS :: Joint Mathematics Meetings, Full Program
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Cases in Structured Systems Design, James C. Wetherbe The MOBILE TECHNOLOGY QUESTION, Ron
Schneiderman Bulletin of the Natural History Museum, v - Botany, George W Lawson, Etc, Natural History Museum.

Chapter 7 : Obituaries - , - Your Life Moments
Obituaries for the last 7 days on Your Life Moments.

Chapter 8 : The Politics of Performance in Early Renaissance Drama - PDF Free Download
Distribution and mobility of uranium and thorium in the peralkaline Soldier Meadow Tuff, northwestern Nevada, Edmond
J. Stuart, Theodore J. Bornhorst, William I. Rose, and Donald C. Noble PDF Distribution of permutation statistics across
pattern avoidance classes, and the search for a Denert-associated condition equivalent to pattern avoidance.

Chapter 9 : Full text of "The Carolina journal of pharmacy [serial]"
3 i'i' zoning both mobile homes and single Two other petitions were approved given to Donald C. Roberts to rezone
Dukes Christie, Kim Rodgers Fillyaw, Cindy.
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